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Abstract
Complex instability is a generic kind of instability in Hamiltonian systems with
three or more degrees of freedom In this work some examples of such instability
are shown together with a numerical analysis of the dynamics close to the transition
from stability to complex instability for a family of periodic orbits
 Parametric stability and eigenvalues collision on
the unit circle
Let T  IR

 IR

 be a symplectic map with T    Then its jacobian matrix at
the origin A  DT  will be a symplectic matrix It is well known see 	
 that if
   spec A then also 	 	  spec A so the condition for the origin to be an
stable xed point is that each eigenvalue lies on the unit circle Eventually the map
T could depend on one parameter  in such a way that for    the two reciprocal
pairs of eigenvalues are on the circle for    a pairwise collision of eigenvalues takes
place and at last for positive values of the parameter the eigenvalues leave the unit
circle by reciprocal pairs See gure 	 for an illustration of the global process At the
transition from stability to complex instability the eigenvalues are equal by pairs so by
their reciprocity also
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In order to study the linear stability of Dsymplectic mappings some quantities
related with the eigenvalues of the matrix A are introduced see 
 

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U on the Broucke Diagram
The xed point is stable if jb

j   jb

j   or complexunstable if    and
b

 b

 C

 while the transition takes place when    or in terms of the stability
coecients when
   cos
k 	     cos


k 	
and this happens along the parabolic arc from P

to P

on the Broucke diagram gure 
See 

Linked to this change of stability there is a characteristic type of bifurcation the so
called Hopftlike bifurcation for which the bifurcating objects are dierent depending
upon the rotation number k at the transition 	 More precisely if k  mn  Q

or
k  IR nQ

 n periodic orbits or invariant curves surrounding the xed point respectively
may bifurcate Furthermore if the bifurcating objects unfold on the unstable side then
they are stable direct bifurcation Otherwise when the bifurcation unfolds towards the
stable side the objects are unstable inverse bifurcation
The eect of the direct bifurcation is to conne the phase space so the consequents
T
n
x

 of a point x

close to the xed point  remain in a domain surrounding the xed
point for large values of n The inverse bifurcation occurs on the stable side so the
consequents of the unstable side are not conned The eect of the inverse bifurcation is

more subtle it compresses the stable curves around the xed point so their number is
reduced
In fact the phenomenon described in this last paragraph gives us a key to nd out
if the system undergoes direct or inverse bifurcation we shall test if the consequents of
points on the unstable side are conned If so this indicates that direct bifurcation is
taking place Otherwise we may expect at most inverse bifurcation
In the next section we shall study a couple of mappings which exhibit all the features
related with the transition from stability to complex instability In the last two sections
these ideas are applied to Hamiltonian systems
 Froeschles generalized mappings
In order to describe the generic behaviour linked to the transition let us consider the D
T
s
and T
t
mappings see 
 around x   xed point They are dened by
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Let A  DT

   s t then
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The Froeschles mapping corresponds to  with L

 L

 but then the discriminant
   so no complex instability is possible at all Instead we restrict the parameter space
by taking L

 L

 L K

 K and K

  Now   KKL If   K  
we have that for L  K the origin  is an stable xed point and for L  K the
origin is complexunstable The transition takes place at L  L
Crit
 K   
Now for each xed K in the interval   K   we may vary L continuously
from L  L
Crit
to some value L  L
Crit
and explore what happens in the neighbourhood
of L
Crit
 D is a dissipative parameter introduced for computational purposes see the
explanation below
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Figure  Connement of the stochastic points around the complexunstable xed point
in the mapping T
s
at K  	 L  
Numerical simulations show that for the T
s
mapping the bifurcation is of direct type
while for the T
t
mapping the bifurcation is inverse In 
 an extensive study of the
bifurcation to periodic orbits and invariant curves has been made both for T
s
and for T
t

The study of the evolution and further bifurcations of such invariant curves was carried
out in 
 In gure  we reproduce an invariant curve which bifurcate on the unstable
side for K  	 and L    L
Crit
 as well as the connement of the stochastic points
around the complex unstable xed point
The invariant curves were found by the dissipative method these become attracting
limit cycles as the parameter D is D  	 so one starts with a value of D less than one
and calculates the consequents of a point The consequents converge rapidly onto an
invariant curve in fact onto a limit cycle while D  	 Hence increasing smoothly the
dissipative parameter until D  	 the desired invariant curve is nally reached
 The restricted three body problem
Now we consider the vertical family of periodic orbits of the restricted threebody problem
around the triangular Lagrange point L

 From the study of the stability of this family
see gure  it is clear that for an interval of the mass parameter 
Routh
   	
the vertical family reaches complex instability
For the analysis of the stability we reduce the three degrees of freedom Hamiltonian
system to a D symplectic mapping by the use of the Poincare map T  with fz  g as
a surface of section and by xing the energy level of each orbit In this way the study
of the stability of a two parameter  p
z
 family of periodic orbits is reduced to the
corresponding study for a family depending upon the same parameters of xed points
of the map T 
In order to nd out what type of bifurcation takes place from the transition we
consider an orbit close to a complexunstable periodic orbit of the family The consequents
by T are conned for a large number of iterates Therefore the bifurcation is direct and
the existence of the invariant curves is expected We computed them by means of the
dissipative method and we show one of them in gure 
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Figure  Change of the linear stability of the vertical family of L

 the values of z  p
z

when z   are plotted against the mass parameter  The Su and Du in the gure
stand for simpleunstable and doubleunstable
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Figure  Connement and invariant curves of the direct bifurcation in the RTBP
 Barred galactic model potential
We consider the MiyamotoFerrers galactic model for a barred galaxy given by the Hamil
tonian
H 
	



p
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x
 p

y
 p

z

 x y z  xp
y
 yp
x
    
D
 
B
where 
D
and 
B
stands for the contribution of the disk and the bar to the global galactic
potential As in the RTBP this system has ve equilibrium points three collinear and
two triangular noted also by L

 L

 L

 and L

 L

 The stability of the vertical family
of periodic orbits around L

has been studied in 
 In fact this study is parallel to the
one done for the RTBP Nevertheless for the galactic potential there appear a transition
stable complexunstable with a bifurcation of inverse type
To see the eect of this bifurcation on the invariant tori surrounding the stable central
family an antidissipative parameter D slightly larger than 	 is introduced in such a way

that the system becomes volume dilating but conserving the Hamiltonian If we take
initial conditions on the stable side we must note that in the original Hamiltonian case
the orbit lies on a torus but due to the presence of the antidissipative perturbation D
the consequents of an initial point on the surface of section z   if we think in terms
of the Poincare map explore larger and larger tori until they reach the last one and
a sudden escape takes place So this provides us with an upper bound of the extent
of the invariant tori these bounds are easily seen looking at the shell formed by the
accumulated points just before the escape see gure 
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Figure  Left x y projection of the consequents of an orbit in the Poincare section
z   p
z
  Right the envelope formed by the consequents of the antidissipative
perturbed system just before the escape The same initial conditions are taken in both
cases
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